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Marcia England

Editor's Preface
God was big in '04. From the blockbuster success of Mel Gibson's The
Passion of the Chtist in February to the red state/blue state divide in
November, religion came back into the American vernacular with a
vengeance. Religion has experienced a resurgence of interest in
Western popular culture and academia \vithin the past few years, while
the rest of the world has long recognized the political, economic and
This incarnation of
social implications of religious identification.
disC/osure examines the role of religion in the production of identity
from multiple perspectives, looking particularly at how the processes of
religious identification are used to create, mediate, and resist social
change.
I feel an incredible personal connection to this issue. Even though I am
now a staunch atheist, religion has been a huge part of both my
academic and 'civilian' identity. Raised Catholic by my mother, I later
converted to a non-denominational church \vhen my parents divorced
and my father rediscovered religion. This church was later rocked by
a series of scandals when the pastor and several elders of the church
\Vere charged with sexual misconduct, reports of child abuse were
alleged, and a congregation member murdered her child "to free her
from demons." After I disentangled myself from this church, I still
wanted to give religion a try. All throughout junior high and high
school, I attended various churches \vith friends hoping to find a fit.
While I eventually abandoned my search and opted instead for atheism,
I was still fascinated by the topic, taking class after class on religion
throughout my undergraduate and graduate studies. When I \Vas given
the opportunity to edit disC/osttre's issue on religion and identity, I
jumped at the chance.
As always, disC/osure employs an interdisciplinary approach to its
exan'lination of social theoretical issues. Our contributors come from
disciplines that include Sociology, Biology, Education, English,
We begin our investigation into
Japanese Studies and Philosophy.
religion and identity and its 1nany incarnations ' vith fractal art meant
to stimulate the religious imagination. From here, "incarnations" begins

England

its journey into the construction of personal, familial, community and
national identities through a variety of mediums: poetry, prose,
photographs and paint. On behalf of the editorial collective, I welcome
you to the latest edition of disC/os11re.

b-Rock

Pieta 8
(fractal)
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